An isotopic shift of the 31P nuclear magnetic resonance due to 180 bonded to phosphorus of 0.0206 ppm has been observed in inorganic orthophosphate and adenine nucleotides. Thus, the separation between the resonances of 31p'804 and Xpl'604 at 145.7 MHz is 12Hz and, in a randomized sample containing '50% 180, all five 160-180 species are resolved and separated from each other by 3 Hz. Not only does this yield the 180/160 ratio of the phosphate but, more important, the 180-labeled phosphate in effect can serve as a double label in following phosphate reactions, for oxygen in all cases and for phosphorus, provided the oxygen does not exchange with solvent water. Thus, it becomes possible to follow labeled phosphorus or labeled oxygen continuously as reactions proceed. Rate studies involving (i) The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "advertisement" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact.
31p'804 and Xpl'604 at 145.7 MHz is 12Hz and, in a randomized sample containing '50% 180, all five 160-180 species are resolved and separated from each other by 3 Hz. Not only does this yield the 180/160 ratio of the phosphate but, more important, the 180-labeled phosphate in effect can serve as a double label in following phosphate reactions, for oxygen in all cases and for phosphorus, provided the oxygen does not exchange with solvent water. Thus, it becomes possible to follow labeled phosphorus or labeled oxygen continuously as reactions proceed. Rate studies involving (i) phosphorus and (ii) oxygen are illustrated by continuous monitoring of the exchange reactions between (i) the B phosphate of ADP and inorganic phosphate catalyzed by polynucleotide phosphorylase and (ii) inorganic orthophosphate and water catalyzed by yeast inorganic iophosphatase.
In the ADP-P, exchange, the Pi (1804) yielde an aP ('603180) and a , P('804), proving that bond cleavage occurs between the a P and the a-, bridge oxygen. Among the many additional (9) and the concomitant scrambling of the four oxygens of inorganic phosphate.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate was exchanged with H2180 as described (10) (Fig. 1B) , the separation between p'804 and P1604 peaks was only 2 Hz; the P1804 and P'803160 peaks, which were separated by 0.5 Hz, were only partially resolved. In Fig. 2 Fig. 3 . The results show that, as Pi (93.4% 180) (see Fig. 1 for detailed spectrum of this species) exchanged with the ,B P of ADP (160), the p1604 peak of Pi increase with time as the P1804 and its accompanying P'803160 decreased with time. The inverse growth pattern of 180 species with time was observed for the 13 P of ADP. Because 15 mM ADP and 10 mM Pi were initially present, if no net reaction occurred at equilibrium, one would expect the transferred peak of P1 (pI604) to be 1.5 times the original Pi peaks and an equivalent ratio of 2:3 for the new to the original peak of ADP. These quantitative relationships do not hold exactly because a small amount of oligo(A) was formed as observed in Fig. 3 at s3.7 ppm upfield from Pi.
The 31P spectrum of the final equilibrium mixture at 145.7 MHz is shown in Fig. 4 4% 180) , 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM potassium EDTA, and 0.1 M Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.5, in 1 ml of 50% D20. After the top spectrum was recorded, the reaction was initiated by addition of 5 units of enzyme. The bottom spectrum was recorded after the reaction was terminated by addition of potassium EDTA to a final concentration of 50 mM. Each spectrum was accumulated for 18 min, and the time (1 hr 34 min) indicated for the middle spectrum is the midpoint of the accumulation period.
ADP expanded. It should be noted that all four oxygens of Pi exchanged with the four oxygens of A P, yielding a # P with the same distribution of 180 and l6Q species as the initial Pi-i.e., (180) (11) . No attempt has been made to determine the actual rate in this case because the peak heights are not a true measure of the concentration of each species, due to overlap of the resonances at 24.3 MHz. Although these spectra could be analyzed for concentration of each species, the spectra at 145.7 MHz (see Fig. 2) give the concentrations from peak heights directly, and future experiments should be done at the -higher frequency. Bond cleavage of ATP between the (3-'y bridge oxygen and the y P (15) For most reactions in which 180 is to be followed with time, whether it is phosphate-water exchange (4) or the transfer of oxygen from a carboxyl group to a phosphate as in the succinyl-CoA synthetase reaction (16) or the rate of scrambling of the fl-'y bridge oxygen of ATP in the glutamine synthetase reaction (2), 31P NMR is the method of choice compared to mass spectrometric analysis.
